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Zash Country Boutique Hotel by Antonio Iraci
The Zash Country Boutique Hotel is a charming hotel located in Giarre, a town on the east coast of Sicily,
in Italy. Designed by Antonio Iraci, the building is surrounded by vineyards, which add to its postcardphotograph feel.

From the Architect:
In eastern Sicily, amidst rambling citrus groves, sublime views over Mount Etna and
exquisite wines, you’ll find Zash: a country hideaway, a former winery, and a
Mediterranean garden all rolled into one. Spend the night here and you’ll not just be close
to Sicily’s best scenery, you’ll be part of it. All of the rooms find a unique way to immerse
you in nature, with expansive views that overlook the evocative Sicilian landscape. For a
tantalizing taste of Sicily, retire to the hotel’s lounge located at the entrance of the old
winery – the perfect stop for an aperitif or an earthy local wine. Just outside the doors,
specially designed trails let you get even closer to the sounds and smells of Sicily. So hike,
walk or cycle, and let the countryside take care of the rest

The presence of Mount Etna and the transparency of the sea are the two strong contrasts
that join together all the micro territories of this splendid side of Sicily. Here the land
changes inch by inch, as the local people would say, the nude “sciara” (what remains of
the lava after it’s turned cold) coexists with the cultivations of Arab citruses and Greek
olive trees. The ancient myths and the various dominations of
the Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Normans and Spanish define a
territory that is surprisingly rich. There’s something for
everyone: powdery ski hills, local wines, the natural microcosms
of the Nebrodi mountain range, the deep incisions in volcanic
rocks and cliffs at Alcantara Gorges, Catania, one of the major
Sicilian cities, and the lovely little town of Taormina, where folk
traditions come to life.

Letting yourself be wrapped up by nature, by primordial and deep sounds, by dense and
elusive scents, means to walk away from your daily routine and to dive into a dimension of
positive energy.
Zash is the deep nature of a sound, its verbal repossession, the sound of the air within the
leaves, the burst of a gesture in its flowing movements, it's one of the infinite sounds that
can only be heard and enjoyed by living in the countryside. But most of all, it's to
rediscover the time to live another dimension, made of slow gestures, intense scents, new
visions and mysterious voices.
zash, splash, cucù, crag, ciuf, druum, pluff…
We'll tell you about us by starting with the very first thing: nature's instinctive and remote
sounds.
This is the world of Zash: a COUNTRY BOUTIQUE HOTEL where historical fragments
meet a contemporary taste, in an “elegantly quiet” project, to let nature's physicality

emerge, to respect our past vestige and to satisfy our traveller's
A place which is refined in its rooms, rural in its context and vital for the soul.
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